Release Notes for version 7.3.
(Major changes since version 7.2)

New Designs:
- Stratified Compliance sampling

Map Improvements:
- Furniture and Surface Overlay adding and editing from Map View
- New function to partition Sample Areas and Rooms to a user-define size (in support of MARSSIM limits)
- Improvements to Quick Map from Web
- Improvements to Map Tile Server near the antimeridian
- Support for importing and exporting sample locations as latitude / longitude coordinates

Design Improvements:
- For UXO Geostats, improved differentiation between anomalies in transects and anomalies in 100% grids
- Consistent recalculation of UXO Geostats
- Improved interface for Targets of Interest Estimation
- Improvements to Remedial Investigation interface
- Improvements to gridded Transect Placement algorithm

Miscellaneous Improvements:
- Improved copy to Word support
- Added View Setting for showing / hiding Furniture and Surface Overlays
- Improvements to Cost Table in reports
- Easier setting of User-Defined Parameter Lists
- Quick creation of MARSSIM zone parameters
- Added Unicode character support